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as usual, raymarine has a hatful of marine gear, and the marine gps is
the best of the bunch. it lets you download virtually unlimited

information from noaa, including ecdis (electronic chart display and
information system) charts. underwater data is available but

underwater acoustics isnt supported. however, its primary purpose is
to set a track and store it on a card. this is the first time weve seen

this, and it works quite well. the fugawi marine 5 supports a number of
different chart providers. in addition to navionics, you can download
and load the following chart types: arctic navigation 81, 82. british
marine 99, 99.1. fugawi marine 4, 4.1, and 5, 5. ilmius mvteg. in

addition to the charts and data, marine data is used by marine enc,
and therefore any chart with marine data is able to be loaded and used

by marine enc. for example, vessel traffic services (vts) can typically
be loaded from vesseltraffic.org. marine enc can connect to any of the
online services listed above using the following formats: jdl. imo. idb.
log. rdm. the software can be a bit fussy. if you have a chart blanked

for some reason, youll need to close and re-open the database to clear
it. when you load a chart, youll notice at the bottom of the window the
configuration report. in this you can select where to display the chart,

which is in default easy view. you can have multiple views, but a
chooser is not available. if you want to zoom in to the detail level, youll

have to click it in the chart. but that alone doesnt let you get at the
detail level. the detail view lets you see the detail level. there is also
the option to see a dasal-only overlay on the chart, and there are a

number of them you can choose from. you can look up a location, turn
location lights on and off and see the height of buoys, or markers,

which are typically a little larger than dinghies. you can also see ships,
right down to size and identify the types, such as barges, barges-

tankers, tankers, ocean going vessels, a variety of tender ships like
minesweepers and tugs and bulkers, cruise ships and cruise ships, etc.

it may not be used for the navigator, but this does a good job of
quickly accessing the detail level. 5ec8ef588b
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